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Services at St. James’ & St Philip’s  during  
December 2017 & January 2018 

 
Sundays. 
 9.00 a.m.   Said Eucharist (No service on 31st December) 
10.30 a.m.  Sung Eucharist (24th December no 10.30 service) 
                 (31st December Ecumenical service at St Bridget’s) 
 
Second Wednesday in the month. 
10.30 a.m. Eucharist and Healing Service 
 
No services at St Philip’s, Catterline until further notice. 
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Day/Date Event 

3rd December 
Advent Sunday 
 
 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament.  
Pam Levack-Moir. 
 
10.30 Eucharist. Rev. Jane Nelson 

10th December 
2nd Sunday in  
Advent 
Service of Nine 
Lessons and Carols 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament. Arma Iles. 
 
10.30 David Fleming/Anne O’Gorman 
 

13th December 10.30 Reserved Sacrament and  
Healing Service 

24th December. 
Christmas Eve 
 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament. Arma Iles 
 
11.30 pm Midnight Mass.  
Rev Jane Nelson 
 
1R�������D�P��VHUYLFH�WKDW�GD\ 

31st December 
1st Sunday after 
Christmas 

10.30 Ecumenical Service at  
St Bridget’s 
 
No 9.00 a.m. service 

12th December 10.15 a.m. Christingle Service 

17th December 
3rd Sunday in  
Advent 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament. Peter Smart 
 
10.30 Reserved Sacrament. Peter Smart 

25th December 
Christmas Day 

10.30 Reserved Sacrament. Arma Iles 

DIARY NOTES  December 2017  
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10.30 am 
Lessons 1+2 

10.30 am 
Gospel 

Greeter Coffee Rota 

David Smail Peter Sharp David Smail Peter Sharp 

Val Cadd Richard 
Clark 

Stella Wison Val Cadd 

Edward  
Dickens 

David  
Fleming 

David  
Fleming 

Diane  
Fleming 

Ellie McLeod Heather 
Grant 

Anne Sproul Doreen  
Brankin 

Diana Peters Irene  
Paterson 

Diana Peters Irene  
Paterson 
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Date 
 

Readings 

7th January 

Epiphany 

Gen 1.1-5  
Ps 29  
Acts 19.1-7  
Mk 1.4-11  

14th January - 

Second Sunday in 
Epiphany 

Songs of Praise 

1 Sa 3.1-10(11-20)  
Ps 139.1-5,12-17  
1 C 6.12-20  
Jn 1.43-51  

21st January 

3rd Sunday in 
Epiphany 

Jon 3.1-5,10  
Ps 62.6-14  
1 C 7.29-31  
Mk 1.14-20  

28th January 

4th Sunday in 
Epiphany 

Dt 18.15-20  
Ps 111  
1 C 8.1-13  
Mk 1.21-28  

4th February 

5th Sunday in 
Epiphany 

Is 40.21-31  
Ps 147.1-12  
1 C 9.16-23  
Mk 1.29-39  

Readers, Greeters, Vestry and Coffee Rota 
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Day/Date Event 
7th January 
Epiphany 
 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament. Arma Iles. 
 
10.30 Eucharist. Rev. Jane Nelson 

10th January 
 

10.30 Reserved Sacrament and  
Healing Service. Peter Smart 
 

21st January 
3rd Sunday in 
Epiphany 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament. Peter Smart 
 
10.30 Reserved Sacrament. Peter Smart 

28th January 
4th Sunday in 
Epiphany 
 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament. Peter Smart 
 
������5HVHUYHG�6DFUDPHQW��$UPD�,OHV� 

4th February 
5th Sunday in 
Epiphany 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament. Arma Iles. 
 
10.30 Eucharist. Rev. Jane Nelson 

14th January 
2nd Sunday in 
Epiphany 
 
Songs of Praise 

9.00 Reserved Sacrament. Arma Iles 
 
10.30 David Fleming/Anne O’Gorman 
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From Dr Peter Smart 
 
Several things tell me we’re getting closer to Christmas. First, it’s the 
end of November, AGM time in our churches. Second, those annoying 
sugary adverts have started to appear on the television. You know the 
ones, that have little if anything to do with Christmas and absolutely 
everything to do with profit maximisation in the annual store wars 
that break out from the middle of November onwards. Third,  
Christmas trees, real and artificial, are on sale in ASDA, B&Q,  
Homebase and all (I have to admit I bought an artificial tree myself the 
other day, because we’re having our family Christmas lunch on  
3 December, whilst our son is home from Oman for a few days, and 
we do want to have a tree up when he’s here.) 
 
More importantly, as a church we know we’re getting closer to  
Christmas, as we are planning our services for the four Sundays of  
Advent, for our Nine Lessons and Carols, for the midnight service on 
Christmas Eve, and a short service on Christmas morning. Then we 
continue with our extended celebration of Christmas on the first  
Sundays of 2018, as we recall the Epiphany, and the naming and  
baptism of Jesus. It’s also the time of year when we can celebrate two 
‘new years’: the church’s new year on Advent Sunday and the  
calendar new year on 1 January (but, not, please, two Hogmanays!) 
 
The run-up to Christmas is a busy enough time in our private and 
family lives. For all those engaged in planning and presenting worship 
between Advent Sunday and the second Sunday in January, it is an 
even more busy time. So let us thank everyone at St James’ and  
St Ternan’s who is involved in any way for the physical and spiritual 
effort they put in to ensuring that we can once more experience the 
opening chapter of the ‘greatest story ever told’. Christmas is also a 
good time to commit ourselves to another year of service in Christ’s 
name, whatever our own personal service and ministry might be. In 
the Methodist tradition, the first Sunday of the new year tends to be 
‘Covenant Sunday’, when congregations solemnly re-commit them-
selves to His service. I know some Episcopal congregations who do 
likewise. 
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10.30 am 
Lessons 1+2 

10.30 am 
Gospel 

Greeter Coffee Rota 

David Smail Diana Peters Diana Peters Diane  
Fleming 

  Diane  
Fleming 

Doreen  
Brankin 

Irene Paterson Ellie McLeod Ellie McLeod Irene  
Paterson 

No Service   

Ecumenical  Service at St Bridget’s.  

tba tba tba  
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Date 
 

Readings 9.00 am Greeter/
Reader 

3rd December 

Advent Sunday 

Is 64.1-9  
Ps 80.1-7,16-18  
1 C 1.3-9  
Mk 13.24-37  

 
 

tba 

10th December 

2nd Sunday in  
Advent  

Nine Lessons and 
Carols 

Is 40.1-11  
Ps 85.1-2,8-13  
2 P 3.8-15a  
Mk 1.1-8  

 
 

tba 

17th December 

3rd Sunday in   
Advent  

Is 61.1-4, 8-11  
Ps 126  
1 Th 5.16-24  
Jn 1.6-8,19-28  

 
 

tba 

24th December 

Christmas Eve 

Is 52. 7-10 
Ps 98 
Heb 1. 1-4(5-12) 
Jn 1. 1-14 

 
 

tba 

31st December  No Service 

25th December 

Christmas Day 

Is 52. 7-10 
Ps 98 
Heb 1. 1-4(5-12) 
Jn 1. 1-14 

tba 

Readers, Greeters, Vestry and Coffee Rota 
� 
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 Both congregations should be back in their spiritual homes by  
Advent Sunday, after the hassle of decanting whilst our major works 
have taken place. At this time, let us think of and pray for all those 
whose lives have been severely disrupted by tragedy in the past year 
and who will continue to be displaced over the festive season and 
beyond: the survivors of the Grenfell Tower disaster, the Rohinjahs 
escaping from genocide in their home country of Myanmar to  
Bangladesh, and all other refugees and escapees from the horrors of 
war and ethnic cleansing. Life really is hard for so many of our  
fellow human beings, not just at Christmas time but all year round, 
sometimes year after year. We are truly blessed in our homes and 
churches. Let us give thanks to God. Amen! 
 
The Nativity Play—A Short Story 
 
It had been a courageous decision by the new vicar to stage a  
nativity play with adults instead of the usual children’s valiant  
effort.  She had hoped to bring the congregation and wider  
community together in a spirit of co-operation seldom seen in this 
part of town.  However, in her darker moments she realised that the 
human brain does not improve with age, and all the petty squabbles 
of 5 year olds had transferred to the adults together with some  
added refinements. 
 
In one corner of the church hall the 15 year old Virgin Mary sat 
chewing gum disconsolately.  Jamelia was considering her position 
in relation to her alter ego.  She was no virgin but she was, like Mary, 
pregnant.  Jamelia felt, however, that her parents were not going to 
accept a story of an immaculate conception and she chewed harder 
as she imagined the forthcoming scenes. 
 
Herod was striding about the hall importantly.  Arif was a good 
man, interested in community cohesion and the vicar was pleased 
that she had managed to attract a Muslim to take part.  Together 
with Jamelia (who was one of the more difficult teenagers the vicar 
had come across) she felt some triumph in persuading these two to 
become part of the extensive cast.  Arif’s command of English was 
not good, which is probably why he had ended up with the most  
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unpopular part of Herod, the killer of small children, a part as far  
removed from his own character as it could be. 
 
Outside the hall the three wise men were enjoying a smoke with the 
Angel Gabriel, whose wings were giving him some aggravation,  
having caught on the drainpipe.  He wrenched himself free only to 
tear the tapes holding the wings in place.  His lop-sided appearance 
suggested that he had over-indulged in the comfort and cheer at the good 
news from the stable in Bethlehem.  This impression was further  
enhanced by the scowl on his unshaven face.  The vicar had had a  
momentary qualm about asking John to play Gabriel.  Everyone knew 
he was trying to rebuild his life but no-one could be quite sure what an 
extended spell as a guest of Her Majesty might do to one’s general  
demeanour. 
 
Inside the hall Joseph, whose boyfriend was one of the shepherds, was 
regarding his pregnant betrothed with some distaste.  If only she’d 
stop chewing.  At that moment the vicar clapped her hands  
enthusiastically and with a collective sigh her reluctant thespians  
dispersed themselves around the hall to await the ‘curtain up’.  The 
vicar was gratified to see that her advertising had been successful and 
the hall had a large and expectant audience, including a reporter from 
the local press. 
 
In the pursuit of reality the vicar had prevailed upon one of her  
contacts to provide a couple of lambs and a donkey.  These were  
rapidly returned when the Virgin Mary developed a rash from the 
donkey and the shepherds, not being of a bucolic inclination, had  
declared their fear of anything rural.  A stuffed toy lamb had been  
borrowed instead which had a surprised and knowing stare, leaving 
some of the audience in the front row unsettled. 
 
The first carol went not too badly and the vicar relaxed a little.  Surely 
everything would be all right, after all these were not children and she 
recalled the many anxious moments of producing a children’s nativity.  
At the side of the stage sat the prompter, Miss Parminter.  This was not 
a happy choice as she was slightly deaf, very short sighted and had a 
very abrasive personality, but she was very keen and the vicar hoped 
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with a service in the church led by Jane Nelson. For the 2 hours that we had 
the stall we raised about £200. 
 
The Book Browses continue to be held every other month, and are proving 
very successful reaching out to the community extending way beyond 
Stonehaven. With the help of word of mouth and Face Book the numbers of 
people attending is growing. The latest one raising £526. 
 
Thank you to all who have helped in any way to make these events  
successful. 
 
We would be grateful for any extra assistance, (when sorting books into 
their appropriate section and alphabetically) on the day prior to the Book 
Browse.  
 
Anne O’Gorman 
 
Report from Protection of Vulnerable Persons Coordinator 
           
Irene continues in her role as Co-ordinator for the Protection of  
Vulnerable Groups (which includes both adults and young people).  
The Reverend Denise Herbert has been appointed as the Diocesan  
Protection Officer.   
 
At the joint service with St Ternans, Muchalls on 22 October 2017,  
Rev Herbert was the guest preacher and celebrant and introduced  
herself to everyone as the new Diocesan Protection Officer. 
 
There is an agenda item for the PVG at each Vestry Meeting which Irene 
attends and where she can update Vestry of any new items of interest. 
There have been no incidents of note during the past year. 
 
Irene’s details are clearly displayed at both St James, Stonehaven and  
St Philips, Catterline, Stonehaven.   
 
Irene Paterson  
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with what is happening elsewhere in the diocese. However, we do our 
best to keep you informed and if you still have concerns about any  
diocesan matter then feel free to raise it with me. 
 
I would like to thank Diane Fleming, who not only proof reads the  
Newsletter, but provides summaries of vestry minutes, to Edna Craig and 
Ellie Mcleod who print and copy the Newsletter and Diana Peters who 
produces the weekly pew-sheets with her typical efficiency. I am very 
grateful to them. 
  
Peter Sharp 
 
Social Committee 
 
May I start with my thanks to all the ladies and gentlemen who have  
contributed with their time, effort and contributions and helped raise 
nearly £1550 at our three coffee mornings in the last year.   
During the year the social committee has supported social functions.  I am 
very grateful to our speakers, piper, cooks, waiters, raffle sellers at the 
Burns Supper held in January, the team of cooks, shoppers, furniture 
movers at the Harvest lunch and under Jean Carnie and Stella Wilson's 
guidance - the warm, busy, friendly Senior Harvest service and afternoon 
tea in October. 
This year the Christmas Coffee morning as well as the Christmas baubles, 
in memory of our loved ones will be held on Saturday 9th December, 
please come and support. 
A huge thank you to all who have supported the social committee this 
year. 
 
Val Cadd - Social Committee Convenor. 
 
Fund Raising 
 
Apart from the Book browses we have had three very successful fund-
raising events this year. 
The Feein’ Market raised £700 
The Harbour Festival over £500. 
 
Our third event was at the St Drostan’s barbecue and garden party. The 
parishes in the Dioceses were invited to the garden party, to be held at  
St Drostans and to have a stall. This was a lovely afternoon and finished 
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she would not be needed.  She could surely do no harm where she 
was.  This proved to be a false assumption.  Everything was going 
well until one of the shepherds (Joseph’s boyfriend) forgot his lines.  
Miss Parminter sprang into action but unwittingly turned two pages 
and gave a prompt to Caspar, one of the wise men.  The shepherd 
looked surprised, then hurt as this cut out his only line and he had 
practised this at length with Joseph.  He stepped forward to reclaim 
his part slightly pushing Caspar out of the way.  Caspar, still smart-
ing from not landing the part of Gabriel, was determined to continue 
with the script.  He stepped in front of the shepherd and after a slight 
scuffle delivered his lines.  He then continued ad-libbing as all his 
frustration came to the fore and he gave an illuminating address 
about the shortcomings of the Angel Gabriel, the shepherds, Mary 
and Joseph and Herod.  He warmed to his theme using words not 
entirely biblical and suggesting some of the cast could attempt some 
anatomically difficult, if not impossible, actions.  The audience looked 
confused and then settled down to enjoy this unforeseen, no doubt 
modern, interpretation of the Christmas Story.  One or two of the  
audience made a mental note to re-read the Gospels. 
 
With the vicar looking aghast and seemingly frozen to her chair as 
Caspar continued with his exposition, and with the rest of the cast 
looking bemused, the Angel Gabriel, together with Melchoir and  
Balthazar, tried to manhandle Caspar off stage.  He was reluctant to 
go and laid about him hitting Herod with the box of myrrh.  This was 
too much for Herod, who although a quiet man, felt he had been  
insulted.  He hit out wildly catching Joseph on the nose which started 
to bleed copiously.  Joseph’s boyfriend, the shepherd, now entered 
the fray swinging his crook at Herod and Caspar.  Unfortunately he 
caught the Angel Gabriel’s recalcitrant wing.  It finally gave up its 
tenuous connection to the angel, described a picturesque parabola 
over the audience and landed neatly on Mr Hodge’s bald head.  In the 
ensuing appalled silence the Virgin Mary stood up, abandoned Mrs 
Paul’s baby Emily, who was entering into the role of Baby Jesus with 
enthusiasm by screaming loudly, placed a large gobbet of gum on the 
crib, and stalked out declaring she was ‘not nevah coming back, 
evah!’ 
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As the mayhem subsided, mainly because everyone was out of breath, 
Mrs Streeter struck up the final carol on the piano.  What was left of 
the cast stood around the sobbing Baby Jesus (now cradled by his 
mother, Mrs Paul).  Joseph with a handkerchief clasped to a bloody 
nose stood comforted by the shepherd.  A one-winged Gabriel had 
Caspar in an arm lock while Melchoir and Balthazar, their gifts  
abandoned, kept a tight hold of Herod.  No-one seemed to spot the 
irony of singing ‘Silent Night’ and no-one noticed the Virgin Mary, 
now devoid of her blue robes, striding into the night with her own  
Joseph. 
 
Later that night the vicar sat staring gloomily into a reviving glass of 
sherry wondering alternately what the Bishop would say and what 
would appear in the local press.  She had spotted the reporter leaving 
the church hall with a large grin on his face.  The vicar sighed, most of 
the audience had enjoyed the evening it seemed, but next year, she 
vowed, the children’s Sunday School would reclaim their rights to the 
Nativity Play. 
 
Diane  
 
Vestry Minutes 11th October 2017 
Treasurer’s Report 
Main Account   £29,366.62 
Fabric Fund Account  £10,428.35 
Buildings Account  £36,856.14 
St Philip’s      £1,188.92 
The yearly accounts were discussed prior to presentation at the AGM.  
Once accepted they will be independently examined and then a copy 
will go to OSCR. 
Tom Carnie is to step down from his role banking the monies from the 
church. 
 
St James’ Report 
Peter Smart and Arma have given permission for the civil engineers 
working on the flood relief works to leave some pipework on the grass 
inside the gates. 
A notice advertising the AGM to be held on 19th November will be  
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Remembering 
 
Book of Remembrance: The page is turned daily to the current date with its 
associated entries. 
 
Tree of Life (Bauble Day) takes place on a Saturday prior and near to  
Christmas. Baubles are hung from the Tree of Life, beside the small entrance 
gate to the Churchyard. On the baubles are written the names of deceased 
family members and/or friends. This day is well attended by the people of 
Stonehaven and the surrounding area. This event has become an important 
date for our Church to be a stronger part of the community. 
 
Christmas Cards for your Church Friends: From early December a board, to 
fix Christmas cards on, will be sited in the Baptistry. 
 
Jean Carnie 
 
Report from Communications Group 
 
There are three ways in which the group communicates with the  
congregation. Each week Diana Peters produces the pewsheet which shows 
events for the coming week on its back page. Each month we have the  
St James’ and St Philip’s Newsletter which includes a letter from, Dr Peter 
Smart, a copy of the latest confirmed minutes from the vestry and other items 
of relevance to the congregations. Finally, there is the church website which 
has various information about the churches, copies of the newsletters from 
the past 12 months and the notices from the pewsheets. We have been  
working with Amanda Boyle who runs a consultancy business which has 
been advising us on how best to raise the profile of the church and make the 
best of our assets. As part of this process we have, with Amanda’s help, set up 
a completely new website which can be found at  
www.stjames-stonehaven.org.uk. David Fleming has also been involved in 
setting up a facebook page for the church. 
 
The church also receives copies of “Inspire”, which is a magazine produced 
by various Christian Charities, the Brechin Bulletin, which is the diocesan 
newsletter, and Grapevine, the Diocesan magazine, which is published three 
times each year. These publications are to be found on the table at the back of 
the church, so feel free to take copies.   
 
Given our location in the north of the diocese it is easy to feel out of touch 
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contribution of Vestry members to the progress of this major undertaking, 
which should make St James’ in a good state to last another 140 years. 
 
Other routine maintenance tasks on the church building have been  
undertaken in due time.  My thanks go particularly to Ewan Paterson for 
keeping the churchyard tidy and in good order.  Thanks are also due to Edna 
Craig who, when the building is available, makes sure it is opened in the 
morning and closed and secure in the evening. 
 
The Hall 
The Hall has now got to the state where all the renters appreciate its  
facilities, and its maintenance is minimal.  The renters have got into the  
routine of playing their part in keeping up the standard.  My thanks go to 
Diane for keeping a wary eye on the general tidiness, and to Nola de Garis 
for cleaning it to a high standard. 
We are now getting a welcome increase in paying rentals, with income now 
rising to £6,000 p.a.  There are no outstanding rental payments. 
 
The Rectory 
We have been very fortunate in being able to let the Rectory to the same  
tenant family for some considerable time, and they have been excellent  
tenants.  They have paid their rent promptly.  There are no maintenance  
issues.  Under new legislation, tenants will have more security, but, as a 
church, we get exemption should we need the property to house a cleric. 
 
St Philip’s 
As you know, for lack of manpower, we have not been holding services in  
St Philip’s since January 2017.  The church is visited occasionally, and no  
noticeable changes have been observed.  We did have a problem with water 
running through the churchyard, but this has been resolved.  There is some 
damp penetration at the east end, which may require attention in the future. 
 
In conclusion, I would again like to thank the whole congregation for their 
support and interest in this major project, and their patience during the  
recent delays.  I would also like to thank the Vestry for their continuing  
advice and guidance to help ensure that our wonderful church building is fit 
for all its modern purposes, and to last for another 140 years. 
 
David Fleming 
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displayed from 21st October.  Copies of the 2016 AGM Minutes will be 
available on 12th November.  There are two vacancies for the  
vestry and nomination forms will be placed at the back of the hall. 
 
Worship 
Peter Smart had received an email from Rosslyn Duncan inviting mem-
bers of St James to join Dunnottar and South Church in a joint service at 
St Bridget’s on New Year’s Eve.  This was agreed and Anne will write to 
Rosslyn to accept their invitation. 
It is hoped to hold some further joint church services next year. 
Robert Dunlop has joined the Servers’ Rota and Edward Dickens has 
expressed an interest in receiving training. 
Pam has written to Janet Okumbo to thank her for her work at  
St James.  Janet has now moved to Aberdeen. 
Services in the hall are working well, and are preferred by some. 
The Remembrance Day Service will be held in South Church this year. 
Anne will speak to the various children’s groups to organize a date for 
the Christingle service. 
The Nine Lessons and Carols will be on the second Sunday in  
December. 
 
Fabric 
Church: David apologized for not being able to attend but circulated 
two reports to be approved:  (1) the building progress and  
(2) a maintenance schedule. 
Both reports were discussed and approved.  David was thanked for his 
hard work.  The reports will be forwarded to the HLF Project Officer. 
Garden: Weed control in the church driveway has been completed. 
 
Fund Raising/Social 
There had been a very successful Harvest lunch with soup, bread, 
cheese and fruit.  The Senior Harvest Service and tea was attended by 53 
people.  Jean Carnie’s daughter and grandchildren prepared and served 
the tea which was provided by Jean and Stella.  There have been some 
very positive comments from people who attended. 
The Book Browse raised £526 with a lot of new people, and children, 
attending.  It was well advertised on Facebook. 
The next events are a Book Browse and Coffee Morning both in           
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December. 
 
AOCB 
Peter Sharp reported that there had been a number of candidates 
expressing interest in the position of Bishop of Brechin.  A short 
list will be compiled after which interviews will be held.  These 
will be conducted by the Electoral Synod. 
We are still awaiting a reply from Kerry Dixon as to his  
availability to talk to us but understand that he and his family 
have had a difficult time recently. 
 
Next Meeting: 20th November 2017 
 
Social Committee. 
 
The Christmas Coffee morning will be held in the church hall on 
Saturday 9th December from 10am until 11.30am.  We will be  
setting up the hall after 3pm on Friday 8th December.  We are 
planning to have the following stalls; cake and candy, raffle, 
books, tombola and knitting.  Also we have our tea towels and 
book marks on sale, a secondhand scarf stall organised by Jean 
and Freda and another offering cloud-name pictures by friends of 
Heather’s and possibly a patchwork stall.  Coffee tickets are £2.50. 
Donations to the stalls will be very gratefully received and if you 
would like to wrap any of the gifts/ prizes please use Christmas 
colours, red/green/silver/gold. 
On behalf of the committee can I thank you for your donations, 
support and kindness this year and wish you all a very happy 
Christmas and New Year. 
 
ALSO on Saturday 9th December is the TREE of LIFE from 10am 
until 2pm, the decorating of one of the trees in the church garden 
with baubles carrying the names of loved ones.  Anyone and  
everyone from Stonehaven and the surroundings is invited to 
place baubles on the tree.  If you can’t add a bauble on Saturday 
9th the baubles can be found in the church after the 9th.  We think 
the Tree of Life has been in the church garden for 15 years.  Any 
further information from Jean Carnie. 
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objects that we will display.  These will include pewterware from the 1600s, 
a Bible from 1710, and silverware covering the period of the High Street 
Chapel.  We now have a clear history of our church from 1689, and this has 
been augmented by a superb book by Rt. Rev. Ted Luscombe (a retired 
Bishop of Brechin).  He has very kindly donated 30 copies, most of which 
have been sold for the benefit of church funds.   
 
We now have a robust inventory of the organ installations done by our  
organist from 1882 – 1941, John Wardle, and much material to explain what 
is so special about church organs, and John’s life and work.  My thanks to 
Diana Peters for sending out over 60 letters to other churches as part of this 
research.  We have acquired a small chamber organ which will be modified 
to demonstrate how it all works.  The design for the Exhibition Spaces is in a 
final draft state, and a Canon 35 application for it is in process.  The  
drawing is available at the back of the hall for you to peruse. 
 
Part of this work has been to compile the inventory (including photographs 
and measurements) of the over 100 valuable items in the church and of all 
the stained glass windows.   These documents are now complete. 
 
The funding situation (as of 14th November) is as follows: 
  
Total Invoices received so far    £74,743 
Total future Commitments  £138,772 
Total Project Outgoings   £213,515 
 
Grants received so far                        £82,183 
Grants promised to come           £110,294 
Total Grants expected           £192,477 
 
Current cash balance              £8,440 
Current value of shortfall           £24,374 
 
Other grants applied for           £57,333 
 
The plans associated with the project have been displayed in the hall on a 
number of occasions, and an updated version of the draft of the Exhibition 
Spaces is on show at this AGM for the first time.  As I said before, these 
plans are to be the subject of a Canon 35 application in the near future, and 
comments are welcome.  I am very grateful for the support of the whole 
congregation, and their patience through the recent delays, and for the    
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35 permission for some of the early work. 
 
During July and August, things went quiet – eerily quiet, because, it  
transpires, Richardson and Starling felt unable to do the extra work to hold 
up the roof structure.  When this was eventually realised, IDD called in help 
from GF Bisset, who along with Ian Brown Engineering solved all the  
problems and put in the huge temporary steel supports.  So now (at the time 
of writing) the infected A-beams have been cut out and replaced, the  
temporary steelwork removed, and we are on track to finish the work and 
get back into the church for 26th November, next Sunday. 
 
In September, and due to some weather-based delays, BCM Steeplejacks  
arrived to complete the repair of the whole roof, to repair a number of leaks 
in the guttering and downpipes, paint them, and to install a ladder to give us 
access to the Bell Tower.  I must pay tribute to Neil Pendrich of BCM for a 
very professional job well done, and for much sound advice on looking after 
our precious building.  Again, a surprise awaited us.  Up in the top of the bell 
tower is a 2 hundred-weight bell, dated 1788, in good order, but hanging in a 
very dangerous state because its steel mounting was almost rusted through, 
and some of the wood was rotten.  BCM successfully demounted it all, and 
lowered it to the landing at the foot of the tower.  We are now seeing if we 
can arrange for it to be re-installed next year in time for the 100th  
anniversary of the Armistice, when church bells will be rung. 
 
During this recent work, even more dry rot was found around the Sacristy 
and East Door, and this has been dealt with at an extra cost of £8,000.   
Because of that disruption, we have brought forward Brian Warrender’s 
work on the renewal of the plumbing, getting rid of old lead pipes etc., and 
that will finish soon.  FM Construction have also undertaken the task of  
fitting or re-painting black wire mesh to complete the protection of all our 
beautiful stained glass windows. 
 
We are now back on track to finish Section 1 of our work by 26th November.  
I have decided to delay the start of Section 2 – replacing the electrical  
heating, improving the lighting and other small improvement works -  until 
after the Christmas break.  Section 2 is expected to take only 3-4 weeks.  We 
will also be installing wi-fi throughout the church site. 
 
The research for the Exhibition Spaces has been preceding steadily, and with 
some notable results.  We now have a complete inventory of all the historical 
artefacts that the church has been holding, and we have selected most of the 
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Christmas Flower Decoration 
 
A date to decorate the church for the Christmas season will be arranged in 
December, it will be announced in the pew sheet.  
 
Val Cadd (Social Convenor/Flower Convenor) 
 
 

Reports from the AGM 

Report on St James’ and St Philip’s   
 
It has been another challenging year for our churches and looking at where 
we are now, no rector and, at the time of writing this report, no access to our 
church building, it is easy to feel depressed. But there is much to encourage 
us. Yes, we have had to move out of the church building but when we return 
it will be to one which is in much better shape than previously. Yes, we still 
have no rector and there is little prospect of being able to fund one in the near 
future. Yet our worship has continued to be healthy thanks to the sterling  
efforts of our ministry team led by Peter Smart, our Interim Ministry  
Coordinator – although we are perhaps stretching the meaning of the word 
“interim”. We have adapted our worship to fit in with our resources by, for 
example, the lay-led Hymns of Praise every month. It is unfortunate that we 
have had to suspend our monthly services at St Philip’s and the use of this 
church is something that we need to address in the near future. We have also 
had a turnover of people leading worship with Anne and David retiring last 
May and Pam reducing her commitments from October. But others have 
stepped forward to help out and we are grateful. At the same time we must 
be careful that we don’t expect too much from them. 
 
Equally important has been our mission work which includes our coffee 
morning, book browses, stalls at the Feein’ Market and Harbour Festival, 
Christmas lunches and other activities. This will increase with the  
development of the two exhibition spaces in the renovated church.  
 
Mission is also central to the new strategy that the diocese is developing. One 
can be cynical about diocesan strategies, I have been involved in at least three 
of them, and the retirement of Bishop Nigel has not helped with this latest 
one. However, there is a willingness at diocesan level to make this one a  
success. Not least because the diocese is facing many challenges in sustaining 
ministry with the current model of charges led by a full-time rector. The     
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future must lie in more collaboration between charges based around mission 
and more lay-led ministry, while at the same time accepting that the  
Eucharist is a central to the Episcopal Church.  
 
The diocesan strategy talks about the creation of mission hubs involving 
groups of churches. I would like St James’ to be part of one of the first hubs. 
Obviously, we have a need to address our problem of lack of clergy support, 
we have a congregation which, as I mentioned above, is very active in  
mission, there is the potential for growth in this part of Aberdeenshire, we 
need to develop stronger links with other parts of the diocese – being up in 
the north means we often get forgotten about - and if some new resource is 
available to start up hubs then I would like to see some of it coming here. To 
date we, along with St Ternan’s, have had discussions with the Dean and we 
look forward to further progress.  
 
When the Electoral Synod met a couple of months ago, some people  
questioned whether a small diocese like Brechin should perhaps be merged 
with a larger one. This issue seems to come up every time that we need to 
find a new bishop. No discussion about such changes can take place until  
all the current vacancies in the College of Bishops have been filled. I under-
stand that the College has discussed the composition of the existing dioceses 
but we will have to wait to see if that is taken further. My personal view is 
that it will not be the answer to our most pressing problems. 
 
I would like to finish by offering my sincere thanks on behalf of the vestry to 
all members of St James who have worked so hard in the past year. As I say 
every year, let us not forget that it is you who are the church. 
 
Peter 
 

Ministry Report 
 

We are now almost at the end of the third year of interregnum. The good 
news is that during the past year we have continued to offer the regular  
pattern of worship at St James’ each Sunday and on special occasions such 
as Ash Wednesday. The less good news is that the worship group have had 
to concede that, within existing resources, we could not continue to offer any 
services at St Philip’s for the time being, and that we have reduced our 
Wednesday mid-week services to one Healing service with Communion 
from the Reserved Sacrament to once a month, also for the time being. We 
shall continue to keep this under review in the hope that we might be able to 
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Appointment of Independent Examiner 
Motion: 
It is proposed that for the financial year 2015-16 the Independent Examiner be 
Robert Neilson of  6 Flounders Hill, Ackworth, Pontefract, West Yorkshire. 
WF7 7HT. 
 
Proposed Peter Sharp, Seconded Anne O’Gorman  
 
Building Convener’s Report  
 
The Church 
To say it has been an eventful year is probably one of the bigger  
understatements of my life!. 
 
You will remember that at the last AGM, we were discussing the arrangements 
for holding the Town’s Remembrance Sunday service here at St James’.  All 
was calm and under control.  The steeplejack was due to arrive to inspect and 
repair some of the leaking roof. Ten days later, a 3 foot by 2 foot section of the 
ceiling fell in.  Luckily, it was during the night and no one was hurt.  But it 
meant we were out of the church for two weeks whilst a survey could assure 
us, and the all clear was given.  My thanks to Maurice Duplexito of Richardson 
and Starling for a very prompt and professional response. 
 
After that digression, we got on with the task, using a conservation accredited 
architect, of specifying all the details of the work we intended to do.  It took 
until March for the HLF to accept those details and costs, which they did, 
granting us 67% of the £158,000 cost estimate.  Meanwhile the dry rot did not 
appear to be growing very much.  As a consequence of getting the HLF fund-
ing, Richardson and Starling were appointed to do the work, supervised by 
Inspired Design and Development (IDD), and arranged to start on site on 5th 
June.   
 
Within 10 days, they discovered that the dry rot had not only spread from the 
east-most truss in the nave (where it was visible) to the second and third  
trusses, but that it had also attacked three of the main A-beams that hold up 
the whole roof.  The situation required a specialist structural engineer to work 
out how to hold up the roof, and another £18,000 of work.  This used up all our 
contingency in the HLF funding – which they agreed to.  It also meant more 
fund raising and I am pleased to report that the Province came to the rescue 
with £20,000 and that the SUEZ landfill Trust agreed to contribute almost 
£16,000.  So, we appeared back on track. Meanwhile we had received a Canon 
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Treasurer's Report and Accounts 
 
St. Philips. There is no regular income for the church. The main usage of 
the church is for the monthly Eucharist which we have had to suspend this 
year.  Fortunately, we are able to call on monies from the Catterline Fund 
which is administered by the Diocese and contains the proceeds of the sale 
of church buildings at Catterline many years ago. This pays our two main 
expenses, the electricity bill and the buildings insurance.  
 
St. James. The Receipts and Payments Accounts show that we have a       
surplus for the year of £52,935.19, compared with a surplus last year of 
£28,648.89. This gives us a closing balance of £90,079.70. 
 
The figure for the surplus is misleading as we have received several         
substantial grants over the year for the renovation of the church. Some 
£37,000 of this surplus is accounted for by grants. Congregational income, 
excluding tax recovered on Gift Aid, is about the same as last year. The  
income from social events has increased. 
 
Under miscellaneous income we had an insurance claim of nearly £3000 for 
the windows that were vandalised, a contribution from the bishop towards 
the business consultant we employed to advise us on generating more    
income from our assets and VAT reclaimed on building work done in the 
first phase of the renovation project. 
 
As a result of advice from the consultant and David Fleming’s hard work, 
our income from users of the church and hall has increased significantly. 
 
Fortunately, we had no need to sell any of our shares again this year. The 
value of them has increased by £8,170 but this figure varies significantly 
from month to month.  
 
Our expenditure has increased significantly but this is almost entirely     
explained by the renovation work. Our quota has increased, in part this is 
due to the support given from the Province decreasing this year.  
 
Gift Aid is important and I would ask that if you are a tax payer and  
putting cash into the collection plate then please put it in a gift aid  
envelope. They are available at the back of the church or I can provide you 
with them already completed with your details. It costs you nothing but we 
can reclaim tax. 
Peter 
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re-instate some ‘lost’ services in due course. 
 
We have attempted to create a rhythm of worship and worship leaders that 
follows a pattern across most months. So, the 9.00am Sunday service of 
Holy Communion is normally administered by Arma Iles, Lay Reader 
Emerita, on Sundays 1 and 2 each month and by Peter Smart, Lay Reader, 
on Sundays 3 and 4. Then the 10.30am service is normally a Sung Eucharist 
on the first Sunday of each month, celebrated by Rev Jane Nelson and a non-
Eucharistic Songs of Praise, normally led by Anne O’Gorman and David 
Fleming (and friends, as appropriate) on the second Sunday of the month. 
The third and fourth Sundays are Communion from the Reserved  
Sacrament led by Peter (third Sunday) and Arma (fourth Sunday). Pam 
Levack-Moir and Anne O’Gorman have occasionally stood in to administer 
the Reserved Sacrament. The mid-week service of Healing with  
Communion from the Reserved Sacrament is offered every second 
Wednesday in the month, immediately following the monthly Worship 
Group meeting. 
 
It has been agreed between St James’ and St Ternan’s that where there is a 
fifth Sunday in the month, the 10.30 service on that day will be a joint  
service, as far as possible with an invited external preacher/celebrant, with 
services alternating as far as practicable between the two churches. 
 
On behalf of the congregation, I should like to thank all those who  
unstintingly lead or participate in our worship. There is a real collegiate 
feel between us, and it is good we have some new faces to offer. Pam has 
helped build a strong team of servers. Anne O’G and David F have  
developed a pattern for the Songs of Praise services. And between us, Jane, 
Arma and I manage to cover the 10.30 services, with the occasional invited 
celebrant. I should also like to thank the Dean, Very Rev Dr Francis  
Bridger, for his support to the ministry team following Bishop Nigel’s  
retirement in the summer. 
 
Peter Smart 
 
Report from Lay Representative 
 
The main responsibility of the Lay Representative is to attend the Diocesan 
Synod. This year it was held in Dundee on 11th March. As you may know, 
the Diocesan Synod is the governing body of the diocese and meets        
annually. Each church is represented by its Lay Representative and clergy. 
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This year the synod met on the 11th March at the Diocesan Centre which is 
located in St John Baptist Church, Dundee. 

Much of the business of synod is administrative. It receives reports from 
the various diocesan committees and officers, diocesan statistics, diocesan 
personnel. It fills various posts at both diocesan and provincial                 
level, requests for nominations for these posts having been circulated to 
vestries earlier in the year. It receives the diocesan accounts and approves 
the diocesan budget for the coming year. 

It also looks at various proposed changes to the church canons. These are 
the laws and regulations that govern the Scottish Episcopal Church. Any 
changes to canons must be approved by the Provincial Synod but diocesan 
synods are asked for their views. This year changes to three canons were 
being considered. The change to Canon 63 will result in the Alternative Lay 
Representative becoming an ex officio member of vestry. Canon 22 sets out 
which services are authorised by the church. The changes proposed modify 
the way in which any alterations to the services will be approved. The third 
one, Canon 31, was on the vexed issue of same sex marriage. To gauge the 
feeling of the diocese a ballot was taken and there was support for the 
change amongst both the clergy and laity. The changes to all three canons 
were later approved at General Synod. 

 Guest speaker at synod was Jenny Marra MSP for North East Scotland 
who gave a talk on “Keeping Faith in Politics”. 

Rev. Kerry Dixon gave a presentation “Mobilising for the Future” on which 
he set out proposals for the Diocesan Strategic Plan. Charges will get the 
opportunity to comment on this proposal over the coming weeks. 

 One of the last items on the agenda is the Bishop’s Charge. In this Bishop 
Nigel usually gives his thoughts on the health of the diocese and issues 
facing us for the coming year. Much to the surprise of synod he started it 
by announcing his intention to retire in the summer. He explained that he 
had intended to retire in 2018 but personal circumstances had led him to 
decide to go this year. He and Anne will retire to Lincolnshire where they 
will be near family. 

The Lay Representative has one other duty and that is when there is a need 
to elect a new bishop then they are a member of the Electoral Synod. This 
body, which has the same composition as the Diocesan Synod, except that 
Alternate Lay Representatives have no involvement and is chaired by the 
Primus, will be responsible for selecting the new bishop from a short-list of 
between 3 and 5 candidates. This shortlist is produced by the Preparatory 
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Committee on which I sit as the nominee from Diocesan Synod. 
 
The Electoral Synod met on 2nd September when the Primus explained the 
election process and the role that Synod takes. It was also asked to make  
suggestions as to the questions which might be put to prospective               
candidates. Assuming that there are sufficient applications then the next 
meeting of Electoral Synod will be on 10th February when it meets with the 
short-listed candidates. It will meet again on 17th February to make the final 
decision on the new bishop. 
 
I would be happy to answer any questions that members of the congregation 
might have. 
 
Peter Sharp 
 
Report from Finance and Administration Group 
 
The accounts will be presented in a separate report. As I say every year there 
was a need for increased regular income and I would ask you all to consider 
each year whether you could increase your giving.  
 
Our accounts show a surplus of nearly £53,000 but a large part of that is due 
to grants we have received for the renovation of the church. Taking that out 
of the surplus we are left with about £20,000 of which £10,000 a year comes 
from the letting of the rectory. So we are a long way from being able to pay 
the stipend for a new rector, which is about around £40,000 a year,              
particularly as we would lose the income from the rectory.  
 
As I reported last year, we have been working with a consultant to explore 
what opportunities there may be to use our hall, in particular, to produce 
more income. The income from this has increased over the year and I am  
optimistic that it will continue to do so. But we do need to work with the  
diocese to explore other ways of getting priestly support. 
 
I would like to thank Tom Carnie for his work. Tom is responsible for  
ensuring that the church collections are recorded and paid into the bank each 
week. I am very grateful for his help. 
 
Peter Sharp 
 
 


